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Overview
- Mero is a token built on the (BSC)
Binance Smart Chain with a goal to
spear-head open source development
towards commerce adoption of BSC
cryptocurrencies.
- In a time when there is an abundance
of crypto currency projects oﬀering
goals to problems with blockchain
functions. We are looking out beyond the
crypto-sphere to foster real-life
engagement of Cryptocurrencies.
- We are solving the problem of the lack
of Crypto use in the real world by
developing tools that will enable
merchants to simply and easily use BSC
chain tokens in real-life applications,
including MERO.
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Goals
- Provide simple to use free open source
tools for merchants to accept BSC chain
token payments.
- Educate and equip crypto users and
general public on using Crypto for
payment options.
- Foster a trust in crypto tokens as a
means of money and a storage
mechanism of value.
- Create fast, simple wallets for MERO
that simplify the process of using crypto
in real-life use.
- Help encourage adoption of BSC chain
with open source development that will
be free to other projects.
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Technical Overview
- Current Crypto Payment Gateways
centralize processing in various
mechanism that increases complexities
and thus increasing the cost for vendors.
- Decentralized trustless merchant
solutions are not readily available
especially on the Binance Smart Chain
currently. Trustless transactions means
the seed code, or wallet keys are in the
possession of the end user and vendor.
Thus they transaction via the BSC
blockchain directly with each other with
no intermediary party.
- Mero takes the approach of a
decentralized trustless approach. We
never retain any records of transactions,
no IP records, etc. This gives privacy to
vendors and those transacting with the
merchant.
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Our Solution
- Mero is oﬀering secure and extremely

simple to use based on VueJS
scripting which makes the wallets very
light-weight. These wallets will be the
way an end user initiates a transaction
with the merchant. And how the
vendor guarantees a payment has
been processed and received.
- A QR generator within our desktop
wallet app is being developed that will
enable a merchant to create a
printable poster with Mero branding
and QR code to put up in their shop or
restaurant, etc.
- Upon creation of the QR generated
poster it is linked to the receiving
wallet address. This link creates a
bond between the QR code and the
wallet address, so any funds sent to
the post appear in the wallet.
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Token Ecosystem
(A) - IFO (Initial Farm Oﬀering) $250M
$MERO / 25%
(B) - Treasury (Development) 175M
$MERO / 17.5%
(C) - Team Funds 50M $MERO / 5%
(D) - Community Airdrops 325M $MERO /
32.5%
(E) - Initial Liquidity 200M $MERO / 20%
- Community airdrops compose of
various slow distribution models that will
increase an active user-base of MERO
and bring recognition to the project.
- Initial Liquidity will be disperse over a
several month period over several swap
platforms.
- The treasury will be accessed for future
development and is essentially locked.
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Roadmap
Q1 2021
CoinGecko Listing
Coinmarketcap Listing
BscScan Image and Info Update
Listing to Additional Swaps
Deployment of Desktop APP
Deployment of QR Generator
Q2 2021
Mero IFO Pre-Sale Event
ETH Cross-Chain Deployment
Mero Android Mobile Wallet
Ecommerce Partnership
Integration Videos of Merchants
Listing to 2-3 Other BSC Swap
Listing to Medium Exchange
Q3 2021
TRON Cross-chain Deployment
Yield-farming and staking Deployment
Mero IOS Mobile Wallet
Listing to Medium Exchange
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Conclusion
- Within a crowded sector of new assets

being added to diﬀerent chains, we
believe MERO will stand out with its
excellent branding and vision for reallife application.
We believe once people see real-life
adoption videos and photos of MERO
in action this will be a game-changer
and will prove a way forward for the
BSC chain to be applied into real life
scenarios.
Remember: Mero is Your Money 2.0
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Links
- Get in touch with the Mero team direct

through the email: talk@mero.blue
website: https://mero.blue
twitter: https://twitter.com/merotoken
github: https://github.com/merotoken
telegram: https://t.me/merotoken
Ticker: MERO
Decimals: 18
Total Supply: 1,000,000,000
Contract Address:
0x476da763fb6d22b8465f7886d2d652a
428a93984
BscScan: https://www.bscscan.com/
token/
0x476da763fb6d22b8465f7886d2d652a
428a93984
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